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REPORT No. 349

A PROOF OF THE THEOREM REGARDING TEE DISTRIBUTION OF LIFT OVER THE
SPAN, FOR MINIMUM INDUCED Dk4G

ByW.F. DUZAND

SUMMARY

The proof of the theorem that the elliptical distribution
of lift orer the span is that which WX”Ugire rise. to the
minimum induced drag has been giren in a rariety “of
ways, generally qeaking too dijj%ndt to be readily
followed by the graduate of the arerage good technical
mhool of the present day. In the form of proof here-
wdh, an effort is ~ade to bring the matter more readily
within the graap of thii cikw of reuder.s. The steps in
[he proof, briej@ outlined, are a8fohw8:

1. Giren a basic diti”bwtian of lijl acrow the 8pan
de-notedby (a) with a 8econd swpp[ementay distribution
denoted by (1]. Xlen it i.s @wn that the induced drag
of lift (a) in the downwa8hdue to lift (1) and the induced
drag of l& (1) in the downunrshdue to lijl (a) are equal,
m-l that tha total e~ect of the small dtiribution (1] on
the induced drag will be measured by twice either of these
wndl quantities.

l?. Nat two emall changeg are asewmed in a basic
di&ibution (a). l%e8e are +epre8entedby (1) and (A!),
and are fin=ther assumed to be equal in amount and
opposite in algebraic sign, thus leating the original lift
unchanged in amount, but chunged in distribution.
Uiuier the~e condiiwn8 it is then dawn that in order

for the distribution (a) to be thd for minimum iqduced
drag, the chunge in induced drag due to fhi8 mnallchange
in di8iribution must be zero.

3. It is nezt shown thatfor any pair of small changes
such a8 (1] and (2) the only due of the basic down-
u.m8hwhich will meet the condition of step (2] is down-
um8hconstant acro88th4 span.

4. It i8 known mathematically that the elliptical dis-
tribution across the span is thut which gt”re8a cundant
ralue of the downwaahand hence as a reeuft of (1), (9),
(3), this must be the distribution which will gice the
minimum rulue of the induced drag.

The theorem setting forth the elliptical distribution
of lift over the span of an airplane as that which will
give rise to the minimum induced drag is one of funda-
mental importance in connection with the study of
many problems in aerodynamic theory. Its proof has
been given by the use of the caIcnhs of variations and
otherwise, but hitherto, so far as the present writer
has noted, in form and procedure adapted rather to

I the expert t.lmn to the graduate of the average good
technkd sohocdof the present day. The present proof
has been prepared with the view of bringing a better
understanding of this important theorem more readily
within the grasp of the technical graduate who, so
far as mathematics is concerned, has no more than a
fair grasp of the elements of differential and integrfi
C“alculus.

We at first state the general aerodynamic eIernents
invokd in the probkrn, and with which we assume
the reader to be familiar.

NOTATION

Let z denote any point on the span of the pbme,
reckoned from the center as origin.
y&=li.ft for a short kngth of span &at the point z

II= the circulation, or vortex strength at the point x.
w= the induced or downwash veIocity at any point

determined by an abscissa x~.
b= the half span.

V= velocity of plane.
p= density of medium.

D =induced, drag.
Let the distribution of Iift across the span be given

by any curve as in Figure 1.
‘WO make only two assumptions refyding the

character of this distributiori.
(1) The value of y is zero d each end.
(2) The curve Al?@ has no abrupt changea in

curvature.
That is, the due of clyfdx varies continuously aIong

the curie from A ta D.

Then the elementary theory of lift gives y= 1?VP.
But V and p are constant for the plane and therefore
y is everywhere proportional to I’ and vice -rersa.

Consider any point P on the span determined by the
abscissa z. Then at this point, and generally,
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is an element of change in 1?and as such is a measure
of the strength of the elementary trailing vortex given
off at such point.

Now let “y=j(z) be the “equation to the cu~e
ABCD. Then we have

‘~&c =fl (z) &c and
&

dr-;$ ‘z) a

Then the theory of induced or downwash velocity
gives, for the poidt Q,

as the measure of. the element of w at Q due to the
action of the vortex flament at P, (Reference 1.)

.Then the entire w at Q will be given by the integra-
tion of the above expression across the span or from
A to Z?. This gives:

(1)

Again the theory of induced drag gives, for the ele-
ment of D at the point Q.

dD = y;dx,

where y and w both refer to the point @ Hence:

JD=+ yyxlxl

Equations (1) and (2) are basic
to the theorem which we have now to

(2)

with reference
develop and, as

/4 \i
~

FIWEE 2

noted above, it is assumed that the reader is familiar
with the general features of the vortex thecry of lift
and with the establishment, from fundamental prin-
ciples, of these two equations.

We shall now proceed to establish the theorem in
question by a series of steps which may be listed as
follows:

(1) Given a basic distribution of Iift across the
span. Denote this by (a). Given a second small
or supplementary distribution. Denote this by (1).
Then we have to show that the induced drag of lift
(a) in the downwash due to lift (1) and the induced
drag of Iift (1) iu the downwaeh due to lift (a) are
eqmd, and that the total effect of the small distribu-
tion (1) on the induced drag wiUbe measured by twice
either of these smtdl equal quantities.

(2) We next suppose two and changa made in a
basic distribution (a). These may be represented by

COhmU!FPEE FOR AERONAtiTICS

(1) and (2). These are further assumed tc be equal
in amount and opposite in algebraic sign, thus leaving
the original lift unchanged in amount, but changed in
distribution. Then under these conditions we have
to show that in order for the distribution (a) to be
that for minimum induced drag, the change in induced
drag due to this small change in distribution must be
zero.

(3) We ha~e next ta show that for any pair of small
changes in distribution such as (1) and (2) the only

FIGTJM 8

value of the basic downw”mh w= which will meet the
condition of step (2) is w== constant, or downwash
for the basic distribution = constant across the span.

(4) It is known mathematically that the elliptical
distribution of lift across the span is that which gives
a constant value of the down-washw and hence is that
which will give the minimum value of the induced
drag.,

We shall now proceed with thwe steps in order.
(1) In F~e, (2) let (a) represent a Mic distriLm-

tion of lift across the span and (1) a second or small
supplementary distribution. Then in equation (1)
“wemay omit the constant factor and write:

(3)

Let us integrate this expression in accordance with
the formula

Judv=uo– J V&L

Where u represents ~i~–xj and dtidenotesf’ (z) dz.

We shall then have-

S ] -J’_’& (4)
+~j’ (z) dz j (x) +bW.u

-?J~“(zl–z) +

where - b and + b denote the limits of the integration
at A and D, Figure 1.

Taking the first term on the right, special caution
must be exercised in making the evaluation due to the
fact that in passing from x = – b to x=+ b, the denonl-
inator passes through O. The range of values of this
exprwsion will be therefore as indicated in I?igure (3).
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At A the value of j(z) is zero, but a zero approached
through positive values. We may therefore term
such a zero a + o and simikwly one approached through
negative values, a—O. We shall then have at A,
j(z)~(zl –z) = + 0. Then as the point under considera-
tion approaches Q from A, the value of (xl– z) will
approach a positive zero and the value of f(xl) + (zl– z)
at Q becomes + ~. Then as the point passes beyond
Q where X>zl, the zero shifts from positive to negative
and the value just on the right of Q becomes – w and
then gradually decreases numerically as z increases,
iinally approaching Oon the negathe side at D.

The total change in the value of the expression
from A to D iE therefore from + O to – O passing
through + m and – co on the way. Suppose, however,
that we take two points (J and Q., respectively on
the left and right of Q, and at a rery small distance
~ from Q. Then if for brevity vio represent the ex-
pressionj(z)/(a –z) by a single letter q, viemay write-

But as we have “wan, p~ and p~= Oand hence

But at & f(z) =f(zl – e) and (XL–z) =e. Likewise
at Q,j(z) =~(zl + e) and (ZI–z) = —e. Hence we have
fia~y, restoring the original form,

j(z) D= J(z1–e) f(q+ e)–1 [xl—x 1‘—— Ifm.e-a8 —e

This we may write ~

2f(xJ
e 1llm.e-O

We shall then have for equation (4)

(5)

NOWttig to equation (2) we may, for our pres-
ent purpose, omit the constant V and write

D- Jywdx, (6)

Note that in this equation both w and grrefer to
the point 0 and the integration is with reference to xl.

Applying this equation to the case assumed in
Figure 2 we note that the total value of D fl result
from four constituent elements as follows:

(a) That due to lift (a) in domnwash (a)
(b) That due to lift (1) in dowmmsh (1)
(c) That due to lift (a) in do~wd (I)
(d) That due to lift (1) in downwash (a)
Then considering (a) as basic, the chunge fi be the ‘

sum of (b), (c), and (d). B,ut if distribution (1) is
smalI in magnitude, item (b), will be small of the

1Fa a somewhnt mom h-nul mathematical wtment of thk evaIuution, me

APHdlx 1. I

second order and negligible in comparison with the
other dues. We shalI have, therefore, for the re-
sultant effect of the supplementary distribution (1),
simply the sum of (c] md (d).

hTow referring to Figure 2, let us denot~ by sub-
scripts a and 1 the various quantities referring to
these two distributions of lift. Then remembering,
as above noted, that in (6) y refers to the point 0, as
fixed by the abscissa xl, we may write:

?f.=.f. (a)

Y1=fl (Zl)

and from (5)

“~”2*1’~TD’%%“)
N& we app~y (6) taking WY=and yl. This ~ give

the induced C@ for Iift distribution (1) in the down-
wash caused by distribution (a). We thus have

Or writing the last term as a double int~gred,

6

I
1

I

Then vice versa if we take y= and w, we shaII have
the induced drag for Liftdistribution (a) in the down-
wash caused by distribution (1). This ti give:

Now in equationa (8) and (9) it ticlear that the first
terms on the right, even though they do involve infini-
ties, ti be equal For the second terms, we refer to
Figure 4. The square with center at O and axes of z
and Ztrepresents the combination of values of z and ZI
to be covered by the integration. That is, every pOS-

sible combination of values of x and Z1 between + b
and —b is represented by a point on this square and
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the double integral means that for each such point or
combination, the valua of the expression under the sign
of integration is to be found, and these elements
summed. Now at a point P we shall have, in equation
(8)~~(z1)=j.(Ap) andj~ (z) =j,(OA), while at the point
Q we sld have, in equation (9), j, (w) =j,(OB) and
j=(z) =fa(BQ), But for any point P there will always
be another point Q for which AP= BQ and OA= OB.
And what is true in the first quadrant will be equally
true in the others. Hence for every point represent-
ing a value in the numerator of equation (8) there wilI
be another point representing a value in equation (9)
such that the two values are equal, each to each. The
denominators likewise will be equal since (x, –z) will
have the same numerical value for each point, and in
the square the value will be the same regardless of the
sign, Hence the summations will be equal and the
vahws of (8) and (9) are equal throughout and as a
result, we have, Dm=DI= or—

The induced drag due toy, under downwash W. will
equal that due to vuunder downwash wI. And further-
more since, as we have seen, the total effect is measured
by the sum of these two items, it will obviously be
measured by twice either one taken singly.

It may be noted at this point that the proof that
D,== Dti is independent of the relative size of distribu-

~.

/, I -i
------------ -----=-

2’
FIGURE 5

tions (a) and (1) and that this relation is true generally.
For our present purposes, however, we are concerned
rather with the particular case where (1) is small and
where the induced drag due to yf in the field W1is
negligible and .i. where the total effect is measured as
above noted.

(2) The second stage in the proof calls for a con-
sideration of the results of making two small changes
in a besic distribution of lift, one positive and one
negative, equaI in numerical vahe and of any char-
acter of distribution: See Figure 5. Here (1) and (2)
denote any two small distributions of lift, No. (1)
positive and No, (2) negative, equal in numerical value
and distributed each in any manner along the span.

Due h the fact that (1) and (f?) are both small it
will result that the elements of induced drag due to
Vlwf,viw#,I/SWJ~d Y,W,will all be srd of the second
order and therefore negligible in comparison with the
other values. It will result then that the tattd chunge
in induced drag will be measured by the component:

Dal= drag due ti y=in field of w
D,== drag due to y, in field of w,
Dti = drag due to y=in field of w,
Dtu= drag due to y, in field of w=

COMMItiE FOR AERONAUTICS

But as we have seen,

Da= D,= and Z7M=Dfa and hence
Da+ D,=+ Da +D,a= 2(D,a+ 2),6)

That is, the total changein the induced drag as a rcsuk
of these changes in the distribution of lift (tho total
lift remaining the sBme) wiU be twice the sum of the
induced drags due to yf and y,, both in the down-
wash w=.

Now this tdal change may be (-), (+), or O. If
it is (-), it will show that the original distribution
Y. was one which admitkd of reduction in the induced
drag for the same total lift, and hence that it was noL
the distribution for minimum induced drag.

If it is (+), it would be possible, by interchanging
the signs of the distributions (1) and (4), to make it
(–);, that is, by making distribution (1) negative and
(2) positive, we should interchange the numerical rela-
tions and the result wouId change sign, This again
would show that the original distribution yc is not tl]a~
for the minimum induced drag.

If then the value 2(D1=+ D~J is anything other thfin -
zero, it will indicate that the basic distribution VUis
one which wi~ give an induced drag pmmitting of
reduction (by redistribution) by an amount at lcast
meaimed by this value. Hence the only distribution
of VUwhich will give an induced drag not permitting
of reduction is that which wH1give zero for tho valuo
of the change 2(D1a+ DJ. But the condition for this
is D,u= –D,u. From equation (6) this wilI mean:

~gj’1% dx, - – J yswudx~ (lo)

while at the same time we have the condition:

y ‘U1dx~= – Y I/f dxi (11)

(3) To carry out step (3) of the proof, we ~ote that
the simuhmeous fuKilImentof equations (10) and (11)
may be realized in two ways.

(1) For any and all pairs of distributions y, and y,
which meet equation (11) the only vahm of tho basic
downwash w. which will meet equation (10) is
w== constant.

(2) For artyparticular pair of distributions y, and U,
fu.ldlliig equation (11), distributions of w= may be
found, not necessary uniform in value, meating equa-
tion (10) for this special pair y~,y, but failing for other
pairs which still meet equation (11).

In order not to interrupt the main argument at this
point, ‘further reference to this point is transferred to
an appendix,

It appears, however, that the fulfillment of equation
(10) for any and aII possible pairs of distributions y,
and y~which meet equation (11) (ss is implied by the
character of the preceding argument) can only I.)o
realized if W. is a constant multiplier under the sign
of integration,
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That is, in order that the original distribution q.
sld be that for minimum induced drag, it must be
such a distribution as will gke a constant value of the
dowmvash w across the span. Under these conditions

.
then, a smalI supplementary induced drag &ylw=dx~,

wiIl equal numerically a second small supplenmntary

induced drag $J y~wdl, provided J y~dxl= J IMZJ;

and as a result, where Y1and y~ are opposite in sign,
WGsld have 17~== —ll@kor ~t=+~g= = 0, or no change
in the over-all indumd drag for this small change in
distribution. This condition, as we have seen, impIies
that the basic induced drag is at its minimum Aue
for the total lift as given by the distribution g=.

(4) Now it is Imown that the eUipticaI distribution
across the span is that which will give a uniform value
of the downwazh velocitw w. That is, it is known that

f

+by (~)~
for the elliptical distribution the value of- _~ ~ -z
is a constant and eqmd to r. It is no part if the pre-
sentpaper to prove this particular redt. It is a matt-
er of integral calculus, pure and simple, and while the
integration requires speckd cam due to the fact that
in passing from - b to + b the denominator becomes O
and infhite values are involved, it is here assumed that
thk particular result is either known or accepted.
(Reference 2.)

The proof is thus complete that the ellipitcaI distri-
bution of lift across the span is that which will give
the minimum value of the induced drag for the given
total lift SO distributed.

An interesting side light on this problem may be
obtained by considering the redts of a continued

m
series of
maining

o
FIQCEX 6

smalI changes in distribution (the total re-
the same) such as to gradually change the

total distribution from something like that of (a) over
rnto (b) (See Fig. 6) and passing through the elliptical
form at a mid-point m indicated by the dotted line.
Such a series of chan=w ccndd, of course, be realized
by the continued application of a series of eqwd plus
nnd minus and changes. In Figure 7 let z x denote

Jx x

B o E-A
FIOUBE 7

an axis of change and let A be the point for distribu-
tion a, B the point for distribution b and Othatfor the
elliptical distribution. Then AP may represent the
value of the induced drag for diettibution a, BQ for
distribution b and OB for the semi-ellipse. Then the
entire seties of changes by which a is transformed inta
b dl give a series of values of the ind~ced drag as indi-
cated by the curve PRQ and it is seen how any small
change from a distribution represented at E will
result in a alight decrease or increase in the value of
the ordinate ET depending on whether the change is
toward or away from the elhptical distribution. This
will indicate, as we have seen, that EF is not a mini-
mum ordinate and that the distribution of lift indi-
cated at E’ is not that for minimum induced drag. On
the other hand, with the distribution at O (elliptical)
and the value of the induced drag OR, any smalI
change either way w-iUmake no sensible change in the
ordinate OR; or otherwise the sum total of the change
in OR d be zero and this dl indicate that OR is a
minimum ordinate and that the distribution at O
(elliptical) is that for the minimum value of the @-
duced drag.
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APPENDIS I

For the evaluation of the expression j(z)/(zI-z)
between the limits of – 5 and + b, we note &t that
the function is assumed ta be continuous and without
singularities. At any point near Q, distant a, we
may therefore develop j(z) =j(zl &e) by Taylor’s
theorem.

Thus for the point Q, on the right of Q we shalI
have:

And for the point Q1on the left of Q we shalI have:

But for Q,, (xl–x) = –g and for Ql, (q-z)= +6.
Hence we shall have:

Toward the Iimit the terms having e in the&unerator
with powers of I and higher WW vanish and we shall
have:

Hence denoting by p the function to be evaluated,
we shall have: *]al-*l@]I,m.-0=2*],h.&0

.,
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APPENDIX II

Conditions under which we may have—

f y,dx= f y,dx and (1)

J-y@dz = f y,wdr (2)

In Figge 8 let y, and y, fuMll equrdion (1). Then
such condition may be expressed by

r 1
A E

Area ABC=ihea CDE

Xovr it is obvious that as we multiply the ordinates of
Y1and Vi by w as a factor, we shall likewise muMiply
the ordinates of these difference areas by the same
factor w. Then in order to insure the fulHlment of
equation (2), we have only to insure the multiplication
of these areas ABC and CDE, as a whole, by the same
factor. Thus if we muItiply the areas ABC and CDE
both by some number m, the enlarged areas will still
be equaI numerically, and equation (2) vcilIbe fuKWd.
Now we can multiply these areas by m by multiplying
each~andevery ordinate by m, or otherwise by vmious

41wl-Z6

other arrangements of the factor w, such however that,
as a whole, the areas ABC and CDE will both be multi-
plied by the same over-all factor m. These special
distributions of w all depend on the particular pair of
distributions y,, y~, and would not hold k g~er~ for
other distributions which stiUfuliill equation (1).

On the other hand if w is a constant factor, then no
matter what the pair of distributions VI ~., equation
2) d be fu1611ed. In such case we can, of course,
take the w out from the sign of integration and vmite
for equation (2)

W f @X = w~~~dx

which is the smne as (1)
But it is cIear from the manner in which these smtdl

supplementary distributions yl and yz are used in
de-reloping the line of proof, that they are entire~y
unrestricted as to form and character, so long as
equation (1) is fulfdkd. Or otherwise, to my one
basic distribution giving a downwash denoted in
generaI by w, we may, without in any way ailectingthe
_ent, apply any and aII types and forms of smalI
supplementary distribution yl and YZ, so lo~c as
equation (1) is fulfilled, and the only single distribution
of w which wiU satisfy equation (2) with any and all
of thwe possible pairs Y1and vZ,is w= constant. And
thus thii link in the general proof is established.
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APPENDIX III

For those who may be interested, the following brief
outIine of the formula, Lift= 17pVis given. The de-
tails may be found in any good text on fluid mechanics.

Given a circular cylinder of infinite or indefinite
length placed in an infhite stream of fluid having two
component motions:

(1) A horizontal motion with velocity V in a
direction L to the axis of the cylinder. &sume this
to be from right to Mt.

(2) A motion of rotation (assumed left handed)
about the axis of the cyLinderwith velocity at any dis-
tance r measured by Ti’/2ti.

Then for any circle with radius r, the product of the
length of the circumference by the velocity wiU be the
constant r. This is called the circulation, or vortex
strength per unit Iength of the cylinder.

For an eIemmt of length &c, the corresponding
vortex strength wiII be I’&.

Let p be the density of the fluid. Then for the total
force reaction on the cyIinder per unit length, the
principles of the mechanics of fluids (see any text-
book) give:

F= ~PV

The theorem she= also that this force is directed 1
to the direction of flow of velocity V and such that the
body is urged toward the side on which the velocity
due to the circulation, or vortex motion, tends to
augment the direct docity V. VTlth the above as-
sumptions as to directions, this will be vertically up-
ward. Such a force is called a “Lift.”

We next assume a geometrical or imaginary cylin-
&ic.aI surface of radius R surrounding the given
cylinder of radius r. The total reaction between the
fluid outside this surface and that inside will consist of
two parts:

(1) A net resultant pressure acting over this surface
and directed the same as the net force on the cylinder
itself.

(2) A change of momentum directed downward ex-
perienced by the fluid during its passage through the
volume lying between the two cylindrical surfaces.

But the time rate of the change of momentum is the
measure of a force and the reaction of this change of
momentum downward wilI be a force upward to be
considered as acting over the surface of the cylinder of
radius E.

The same principks of mechanics will then show that
the sum of these two force reactions is again I’pV. The
two parta have vahws as foIIovm:

(1)

(2)

where F9 denotes the part due to pressure direct and
~= that due to chrm~eof momentum.

If E =r, F== O and the entire reaction is direct
pr~ure as we have seen. If R is very great, the two
parts approach equtity at the half vahe 17pV/2and
at co these vahma ara reached. The sum, howemr, as
shown by the values in (1) and (2) is always 17pV.

No-iv, suppose R vq Isrge in compariaion with r.
Then imagine the cyIinder with radius r to be quickly
withdrawn and an indefinitaIy long body with airfoiI
section substituted in its place, the lattar being of
the same general order of size as the cylinder of radius
~. Or otherwise, consider a separate case, with the
airfoil section instead of the cylinder. ~lth R very
large compared with the dimerwions of the body, it
ma make no sensible difference in the character of the
flow at and through the surface of the outer cylinder.
Or otherwise, we may say that we can certdy go to a
radius R so great that the flow at and through the
surface of a cylinder of this radius wiUdiffer insensibly
in the one case as compared with the other.

But over this surface of radius R, the total reaction
(presmre+momentum change) wiU be I’P17.

Consider again the condition of the fluid between
the two cyhdricsl surfaces. It is constantly under-
going a change of momentum as indicat@ in equation
(2). Furthermore, while the force reaction of the
fluid which is thus undergoing a change of momentum
is upward,. or in the same direction as the force FF, the
direction of the change of momentum itself is down-
ward, or opposite to the direction of F,.

Now this fluid can be acted on from the outside,
only by way of pressure transmitted to it over t~o
surfaces-, the mmface of the body of airfoiI section
and the surface of the cylinder of radius R. The
final downward momentum must then be the resuIt
of the joint action of these two pressures. Call the
total force reaction, body to fluid, P. Since the
pressure FP is up, the force F’ must be down and we
shall lume

F–Fp=Fm or F= Fp+Fm=I’pV

This giv= the total force, body to fluid, down and
hence the equal force, fluid to body, is upward, and
measured by rpV, the same vahe as for the body
with circular cross section. Eence regardless of the
form of cross section of the body, the total force
reaction under the conditiofi essumed will be a lift
measured by rpV.
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APPENDIX IV

llc effect of dowmvash is to produce a verticality
downward current of velocity w about the airpkne.
compounding with the relative horizontal veloeity ~.
The result is a direction of resultant flow rdative to
the plane, tipped down at an angle, whose tangent is
wm. Denote this angle by 7. But the lift as defined
and as given by formulas and by measurement is al-
ways at right angles to the direction of relative wind.
Hence with downwash, the direction of the lift L will
be tipped back from the verticaI at the same angle 7.
But M in this direction will have a backward oompo-
nent L sin 7. The angle 7 is always smaII, however,

and we mtiy~therefore, without sensible error, take the
tmgent for the sine and write L sin 7= Lw/V. This

.—

foroe opposing the motion of the phme, is calIed the
induoed drag. For ‘a smalI element dx, of the span, ifi - T

—

@ have the vahie ~

dD= $lxl as in equation (2)
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